NAC annual report
Introduction

Each NAC is requested by the EAC to complete a review and annual report of EuroPsy and submit this to
the EFPA Office in Brussels by February each year. The review is intended to enable EFPA (through EAC)
to have an overview of developments in the different countries, and to try to support progress with the
implementation of EuroPsy across EFPA countries. It is important that EuroPsy serves the function of
maintaining and ensuring high standards. The answers on the form should indicate progress since the
application of the NAC as approved by the EAC.
A further purpose of the annual review is to stimulate NACs to reflect on the extent and quality of their
activities, and the awareness of EuroPsy in their country, during the previous year. The EAC hopes to
encourage reflection and a focus both on plans for future developments, and also challenges in each
country.
This year the format of the review has changed. The new EuroPsy website (currently available on
http://europsy.bquadrats.be, beta version) contains the basic information and national requirements
for EuroPsy, as stated in last year’s annual report. NAC Chairs are therefore asked to check that
this information is correct (and if necessary indicate any errors or changes), and then use the
report form to indicate changes, developments, challenges for EuroPsy over the past year and
plans for the future.
EAC hopes that the website will provide accurate and useful information both for EFPA members and
NACs, as internal users, and for students, employers, universities and others, as external users.
Please note that the website isn’t located on the final server at the moment therefore we would
really appreciate if you do not forward the link. We will inform you once the new website is placed
on www.europsy-efpa.eu.
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NAC annual report
Overview

* 1. NAC country:

Turkey
* 2. Date of submission of this report:
DD
Date / Time

13

MM
/

04

YYYY
/

2018

* 3. Date of approval (or re-approval of NAC by EAC):

19 February 2018
* 4. Latest previous update of this overview:
DD
Date / Time

13

MM
/

04

YYYY
/

2018

* 5. Website address of the NAC with documentation on EuroPsy:

https://www.psikolog.org.tr/index.php?Kurullar=13&Calisma=1&sayfa=1
* 6. Name of NAC contact person:

Yasemin Kahya
* 7. Email address of NAC contact person:

europsy@psikolog.org.tr
* 8. Name and email-address of the person filling in this form:
Name

Prof. Dr. Elif Barışkın/Yasemin Kahya

Email-address

ekabakci@hotmail.com
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NAC annual report
Composition and operation of NAC

* 1. Number of members in the NAC:

5
* 2. Frequency and dates of meetings:

4 times in a year /18.09.2017; 23.01.2017; 28.05.2017; 29.01.2018
* 3. Please check whether the names of the NAC members mentioned on the following website are
correct: http://europsy.bquadrats.be/national-awarding-committees-nacs
The names mentioned on the website are correct
The names mentioned on the website are NOT correct
If you clicked the option NOT correct please indicate here the changes

Elif Barışkın (Chair), Banu Cangöz, Tülin Gençöz, Canan Sümer, Mehmet Eskin
* 4. Total number of EuroPsy certificates issued that are listed in the Register:

50 (EuroPsy Basic Certificate)
* 5. Number of new certificates issued in 2017:

4
* 6. Number of revalidated certicates:

-
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NAC annual report
National requirements

Please check the national requirements on the new website:http://europsy.bquadrats.be/quality-andstandards/europsy/national-requirements choose your country and indicate if there are changes or updates
that affect the functioning of EuroPsy. The national requirements section on the website has been
organised under the headings below. Please check these to ensure their accuracy.
* 1. Psychology education
Information on website is correct
Information on website is NOT correct
Give here the information in case the website needs to be updated

* 2. Programmes that meet EuroPsy requirements
Information on website is correct
Information on website is NOT correct
Give here the information in case the website needs to be updated

Bahçeşehir University Psychology Department should be added to the list. Currently,
there are 12 psychology programs that are accredited by TPA.
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* 3. Supervised practice arrangements (for the EuroPsy certificate)
Information on website is correct
Information on website is NOT correct
Give here the information in case the website needs to be updated

Information on website is generally correct. We just want to make a small addition. The
passage to be added is stated below:
Internship is compulsory of the psychology doctorate programs, which provides PhD
candidates with a substantial growth opportunity for advanced level of supervised
practice. There is an increasing awareness about the necessity of more advance levels
of supervised practice in Turkey. Accordingly, our clinical psychologist members carry
* 4. Arrangements for training of supervisors
forward supervised practice after getting their PhD degree. Several international
certification-training
are being held regularly on mainstream approaches (e.g.
Information on website programs
is correct
Psychoanalysis, Gestalt, Cognitive Behavioural, Schema, Transactional, Dialectical
Information on
website is NOT
correct
Behavioural
Therapies,
Psychodrama
etc.). There are also group-couple-family therapy
based programs. These international certification programs are conducted by
Give here the information in case the website needs to be updated
internationally certified psychotherapists, trainers and supervisors.
ii. Arrangements offered by TPA
The number of TPA members recognized as supervisors increased to 17.

iii. The evaluation procedure for EuroPsy applicants parts should be removed from the
website since this issue is not under "Arrangements for training of supervisors" topic.
Information below should be added instead:

* 5. Recognition of title

In case
the supervisor
of an EuroPsy applicant is not on list, supervisors who are
Information
on website is correct
eligible in terms of their CVs are sent an e-mail for encouraging them to start their
Information
on website isprocess
NOT correct
EuroPsy
certification
and then, they are asked whether they want to be on the
recognized and announced supervisor list. We think that this increases the number of
Give here the information in case the website needs to be updated
supervisors.
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* 6. Licence to practice
Information on website is correct
Information on website is NOT correct
Give here the information in case the website needs to be updated

* 7. Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
Information on website is correct
Information on website is NOT correct
Give here the information in case the website needs to be updated

This information should be added:
CPD activities have been arranged by collaboration with Turkish Psychological
Association (TPA). TPA biannually organizes national congresses and clinical
psychology symposia and invites national and international specialists to hold
workshops and conferences. Most of the universities also have grants to invite
specialists and they use this opportunity in a fruitful way. Additionally, there are also
* 8. Please describe the main activities undertaken during the past year to promote and develop the
training programs regularly held by TPA members who are internationally certified, e.g.
EuroPsy
(e.g. website,
developing
training ofTherapy.
supervisors,
listingof
accredited
programmes, working
psychoanalysis,
Gestalt,
CBT, Schema
In scope
those programs
on
ECTS equivalence,
etc.)
congresses
and professional
meetings, workshops are regularly organized. Besides,
faculty and/or staff members of many graduate clinical psychology programmes
Accereditation
activities
of TPA
continued
and the supervision related competencies of
organize informal
meetings
to further
improve
Bahçeşehir
University,
department
of
psychology
was
their former graduates.
accredited by TPA. A facebook page was opened to
disseminate information on EuroPsy Turkey and to
In thefor
response
letter to NAC
* 9.attract
Pleasenew
stateapplicants.
here your plans
further development
of EuroPsy in the coming year (e.g.
re-recognition
application,
a
problem
with
our
website
development of website, training of supervisors, dissemination and publicity, marketing etc.)
for EuroPsy was stated. We are currently trying to figure
out and
problem.
TPA
had also organized
Now,
we fix
arethat
in the
process
of renewing
our Supervisor
academic events
as abenational
symposium
(Işık
Evaluation
Form. such
This will
a clearer
form for both
Savaşır Clinical
Psychology Dissemination,
Symposium on publicity
May 5-6,and
applicants
and supervisors.
2017), trainings
WISC-IV)
and workshops
to are
marketing
will be(e.g.,
first priority
for psychologists
who
contribute
to continuing
professional
development
of
in
the
programs.
For
purposes,
NAC
* 10.
Howgraduate
frequent
contact
have
youthese
had with
your EAC
contact
person? Would you welcome more
psychologists
so
that
the
number
of
psychologists
members
will
also
make
informal
announcements
in
contact?
eligibleoftonational
apply for
EuroPsyofwould
increase.
cases
meetings
psychologists.
The frequency of contacts depends on the need. EAC
contact person is generally available and reachable.
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S-NAC in Psychotherapy annual report
Introduction

Each S-NAC is requested by the S-EAC to complete a review and annual report of EuroPsy and submit
this to the EFPA Office in Brussels by February each year. The review is intended to enable EFPA (through
S-EAC) to have an overview of developments in the different countries, and to try to support progress with
the implementation of EuroPsy across EFPA countries. It is important that EuroPsy serves the function of
maintaining and ensuring high standards. The answers on the form should indicate progress since the
application of the S-NAC as approved by the S-EAC.
A further purpose of the annual review is to stimulate S-NACs to reflect on the extent and quality of their
activities, and the awareness of EuroPsy in their country, during the previous year. The S-EAC hopes to
encourage reflection and a focus both on plans for future developments, and also challenges in each
country.
This year the format of the review has changed. The new EuroPsy website (currently available on
http://europsy.bquadrats.be, beta version) contains the basic information and national requirements
for EuroPsy, as stated in last year’s annual report. S-NAC Chairs are therefore asked to check that
this information is correct (and if necessary indicate any errors or changes), and then use the
report form to indicate changes, developments, challenges for EuroPsy over the past year and
plans for the future.
S EAC hopes that the website will provide accurate and useful information both for EFPA members and S
NACs, as internal users, and for students, employers, universities and others, as external users.
Please note that the website isn’t located on the final server at the moment therefore we would
really appreciate if you do not forward the link. We will inform you once the new website is placed
on www.europsy-efpa.eu.
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S-NAC in Psychotherapy annual report
Overview

* 1. S-NAC Psychotherapy country:

* 2. Date of submission of this report:

Date / Time

DD/MM/YYYY

* 3. Date of approval (or re-approval of S-NAC Pt by S-EAC):

* 4. Latest previous update of this overview:

Date / Time

DD/MM/YYYY

* 5. Website address of the S-NAC in Psychotherapy with documentation on EuroPsy:

* 6. Name of S-NAC Pt contact person:

* 7. Email address of S-NAC Pt contact person:

* 8. Name and email-address of the person filling in this form:
Name
Email-address
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S-NAC in Psychotherapy annual report
Composition and operation of S-NAC in Psychotherapy

* 9. Number of members in the S-NAC in Psychotherapy:

* 10. Frequency and dates of meetings:

* 11. Please check whether the names of the S-NAC in Psychotherapy members mentioned on the
following website are correct: http://europsy.bquadrats.be/specialist-national-awarding-committeespsychotherapy
The names mentioned on the website are correct
The names mentioned on the website are NOT correct
If you clicked the option NOT correct please indicate here the changes

* 12. Total number of EuroPsy certificates issued that are listed in the Register:

* 13. Number of new certificates issued in 2017:

* 14. Number of revalidated certicates:
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S-NAC in Psychotherapy annual report
National requirements

* 15. Education programmes in Psychotherapy

* 16. List of programmes that meet EuroPsy requirements for the Specialist Certificate
in Psychotherapy

* 17. Supervised practice arrangements

* 18. Arrangements for training of supervisors

* 19. Recognition of title
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* 20. Licence to practice

* 21. Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

* 22. Please describe the main activities undertaken during the past year to promote and develop the
Specialist Certificate (e.g. website, developing training of supervisors, listing accredited
programmes, working on ECTS equivalence, etc.)

* 23. Please describe the plans for further development of the S-NAC in the coming year (e.g.
website, developing training of supervisors, listing accredited programmes, working on ECTS
equivalence, etc.)
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